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SELECTIONS FROM SHEVCHENKO

HOW THEY SERVE UKRAINE

(My Youth Before My Eyes)
Along some village green a tot:
Just like a twig from off a tree
He sits there, pointing his bare
[knee
While leaning 'gainst a fence, in
[dreams—
To me it seems that it is I
That it's my youth before my eyes.

It is indeed worthwhile to know the Ukrainian language, if
only for the sake of being able to read in the Ukrainian press
accounts of how our Ukrainian youth in the old country conducts
itself after having been arrested for serving the Ukrainian c a u s e ;
•what is it's attitude even in the face of the death penalty decreed
by the1 Polish courts of "justice" for h a v i n g ' b e e n active in the
movement for Ukrainian independence.

(The Mighty,Word)
I'll glorify
Those little slaves that have not
[heard—
And as a sentinel o'er them
I'll place the mighty word.
(Home)
In this dell,
This humble home, this paradise,
I witnessed hell. There kin and
[neighbors
Were naught but slaves of feudal
[labors—
No time to heed the prayer bells.
Translated by W. SEMENYNA.

HAYVORONSKY CONCERT
IN NEWARK
A mass chorus consisting of
seven choruses and 300 singers
will give a concert this Sunday,
December 10, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, in the Krueger Audito- *
rium in Newark, N. J., for the
purpose of gaining funds for the
publishing of the compositions of
the most popular contemporary
Ukrainian composer—Michael Hayvoronsky, to which end the entire
proceeds of the concert will be
devoted.
The concert in Newark, which is
the first of the series to be presented in the Metropolitan district,
is under the auspices of the United Chorus of the Metropolitan
Area, including that of Newark,
Jersey City, New York, Brooklyn,
Yonkers, Elizabeth, and Bayonne.
Over two-thirds of all the singers
of the United Chorus are young
American-Ukrainians.
NEW UKRAINIAN BOOKS
Two important Ukrainian books
have recently appeared on the
book market, namely—"Switzerland," by Olena Kesylevska; and
"The Ukrainian Song," by Dr.
Alexander Pelensky.
The first named book, which is
•in the nature of a travelogue, is
splendidly printed and illustrated
with unusually clear photographs
of Alpine scenes, as well as ihose
drawn from the town life in Switzerland.
The second is an account of the
world famous tour of the famous
Ukrainian National Cnorus, more
properly known as the "Ukrainian Republic Cappela;" under the
direction of Prof. Alexander Koshetz, and it is written in a very
entertaining style by the author
who was sort of a booking and
publicity manager of this world
renowned Ukrainian Chorus during its European tour.

All of us well remember those tragic moments through -which
we passed not so long ago when we learned of the death of Danylishyn and Bilas.
Even hardened American newspaper correspondents, who have grown accustomed to human suffering
and misery, were deeply impressed by the m a n n e r with which
.these two young heroes conducted themselves in prison and during
trial, and also by their last words on this earth—that they were
sorry only because of one thing: that they could no longer serve
their mother Ukraina.
Bells tolled in all Ukrainian churches,
reports an American correspondent, while the Polish authorities
were executing these two, who in eyes of the. Poles were bandits',
and in the eyes of a forty-million Ukrainian people.—heroes.
Only but recently an 18 year old Ukrainian student, Mikoia '
Lemyk, after his arrest for having killed a Soviet underling while '
attempting to assassinate the Soviet representative in Warsaw,
declared that his attempted assassination was prompted by his
desire to protest in this manner against Soviet terrorism in Ukraine, where it has plundered and robbed the Ukrainian people of
their possessions and centuries-old culture, and which has caused
the death of millions of Ukrainian lives by means of the Bolshevik—deliberately fostered famine in Ukraine.
He further declared that by this assassination he had hoped to call the world'sattention to the terrible conditions under which the whole Ukra- i
inian nation is suffering, « b o t h e r it be under-Soviet.Bussia or
Poland, or Boumania.
And again, Stephen Nytch, another young student, attempted
to assassinate a Polish police official because the latter had tried
to force him to become a traitor to his country by becoming a
provacatcur—an informer.
Upon being questioned by the Polish
court as to why he had attempted this deed, he replied by
listing a whole row of world-famous men of all ages, who were
principally known for their strong character, justness, and love
for their native land, and who had exerted a profound influence
upon the life of this young Ukrainian student.
Finishing, he
said:
"Student life—the life of Ukrainian students, is bound by
rules of honor and justness, for which the student is held responsible. All injustices must be remedied. Only in this manner
will w c be able to show the whole world that for us honor is
higher than anything else can possibly be.
A student must prove
this not merely by words, but by actions, and even by means of
death if necessary.
Honor is superior to death.
They (Polish
poliee—edit.) tried to entangle me and thrust mo into a moral
morass. My act w a s in accordance with student honor. One's
sacred beliefs and rules of honor should never be tampered with.
I shall patiently undergo my punishment to the very end; and
I remain satisfied with w h a t I have done."
The revolutionary steps taken by our Ukrainian youth, in its
homeland under foreign oppression, can be regarded in x many
lights, but even these foreign oppressors cannot help but bow
their heads in silent respect before the idealism and self-sacrifice
of these young Ukrainians.

UKRAINIAN BOOKS IN PUBLIG LIBRARIES
We have not the slightest, doubt that our American youth of
Ukrainian descent lakes .full advantage of the wonderful facilities
offered them by the splendid public libraries.
And yet, w e would •
like to ask our youth, which visits these libraries, to see if these
fine libraries have any Ukrainian books. Our request is prompted by the information we have that in general there is a lamentable dearth of Ukrainian books in, American libraries. This in
itself is harmful both to the Ukrainian books which lack the
space for their presentation, and also to our youth which lacks
the opportunity of laying its hands on good Ukrainian books, and
thereby improving its knowledge of the Ukrainian tongue.
Anyone can master one language; but it is something to
be proud of to know two languages well, or more if possible.
Our youth should therefore make it a point to study the Ukrainian
language. A considerable aid to this will be Ukrainian books in
public libraries where they can be easily accessible to our youth.
Our youth should therefore make efforts to «cc that these books
appear in the American public libraries.

Vol. L
AN OPPORTUNITY-TO\SEE
A UKRAINIAN EX II II'.IX
For those Ukrainians who did
not have the meansnor opportunity
to visit the Century, of Progress
Exhibit at the Ukrainian Pavilion
in Chicago this summer, an opportunity now presents itself.
Through the kind cooperation of
Mr. John Sztogryn, owner of the
Perfect Laundry, the Ukrainian
National Women's Association has
on display in Newark all of its
imported items just as they were
displayed in Chicago. During this
week, a Fair and Exhibit is going
on at the Armory in Newark a t
the corner of Sussex Avenue and
Jay Street, and it is well worth
attending, if only to see the Ukrainian Exhibit. Mrs. Helen Dobush-JLototska will be there every
evening, t o receive visitors. The
Fair and Exhibit closes this Saturday.
YOUNG UKRAINIAN GRADUATES HARVARD WITH »
HONORS
Nicholas Bowden Oleksiw; son
of the Rev. Father and Mrs. Michael Oleksiw of Shamokin, Pa.,
has been awarded' the degree of
master of business administration
at Harvard; where he was taking
a two-year post-graduate course
after having graduated from Darmouth College at Hanover, N. H.
in 1931 with the degree
of'
bachelor of arts where he majored
in economics. During his freshman year at Dartmouth he earned
a scholarship based on his high
scholastic record.
While at the Harvard School of
Business Administration, Mr. Oleksiw was chairman and editorin-chief of the Harvard yearbook
committee, and was also elected
officer on the executive board of
the Harvard Business School Club.
His thesis, dealing with corporation finance, won a high mark.
At the present he is associated
with the B. Altman & Company
of New York City.
PITTSBURGH UKRAINIAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS PLAN
MONTHLY •
The University Ukrainian Stu*
dents Club of Pittsburgh, Penri.,
is planning to publish in the near '
future a monthly gazette for/the
use of its members, as well as
non-members. • \
This- club wold appreciate it if
those of the i Ukrainian : youth
organizations throughout America
who already publish such gazettes
would i send ' in their names and
addressess to Roman Lapica, editor of this proposed monthly, at
1194 ffine Hollow Road, McKees
Rocks, Venn.
"UKRAINIAN SONGS AND
LYRICS"
A short anthology of Ukrainian
poetry translated into English
and edited by Honore Ewach has
been recently issued in Winnipeg,
Canada, under the title of "Ukrainian Songs and Lyrics."
Besides the songs aijd lyrics the
booklet contains several interesting introductory topics, such as
"Ukrainian Literature," and "Ukrainian Versification."
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GEOGRAPHICAL INFLUENCES UPON UKRAINE
(Concluded)
The border position of Ukraine,
on the threshold of Asia, has been
disadvantageous to Ukraine primarily because of two reasons.
First, for close to a thousand
years it was the means of access
for the wild Asiatic hordes who,
lured by the invitingly rich and
civilized lands of Southern and.
Western Europe, had to first
fight their way through Ukraine
in order to reach their goal. As
a result of this continual warfare
Ukraine became so weakened that
it fell prey to the imperialism of
her neighbors Russia and Poland.
If therefore, anyone of the European nations are entitled to the
credit of being the shield of Europe against the Asiatic barbarians (who were a real danger to
Europe from the 9th to the 18th
century) it is the Ukrainian nation.
Secondly, this border position of
Ukraine has been disadvantageous
because of its distance to the cultural centers of Western Europe.
Only during the period of the
existence of the Byzantine Empire,
particularly during tne 11th century, had this position been of
great benefit, for during that time
an uninterrupted stream of culture
flowed into Ukraine, which fact
made Ukraine one of the most
cultured countries of that time.
These two reasons, particularly
the first, were the direct causes of
the fall of the ancient Ukrainian
State of Kiev, which had it been
permitted to live under normal
circumstances, would nave been
the forerunner of a modern mighty
state of Ukraine.

We must remember, however,
that geographical influences vary
with the passage of time. Gradually, man has learned to master
nature, although he has not thereby dissociated himself from it and
the geographic influences.
He
simply has learned to exploit nature more succesfully and in more
diverse ways. Witness the example of the ocean, which a thousand
years ago was an insurmountable
obstacle but with the advent of
the compass, sextant, cartography
and the steamboat, has become
one of the foremost aids to progress in the modern world. Thus,
we see, that geographical influences are not of a determining character, as some schoolars believed,
but are however, extremely important conditioning factors, especially during the primeval ages.
With the development of science
and technology i man been able to
win a progressively greater mastery over nature. The dormant
possibilities which occupy the geographical frames are beginning to
awaken one after the other at
the hand of the Man;
Such is the case with Ukraine.
Embracing the entire northern
coast of the Black Sea and Sea
of Azov, Ukraine holds considerable possibilities of overseas commerce. Furthermore, the proximity of Asia is no longer dangerous, but, on the contrary very advantageous, for Ukraine is situated on the shortest land route
from Central Europe to Central
Asia and India, and commands a
good portion of this route. The
steppe which in the former cen-

Translated

from

an old

"The Election of the Otaman"
The entire Sitch was in a state
of wild excitement. A new Otaman
was to be elected to lead the Cossacks on an expedition across the
Black Sea to free the Ukrainians
in Turkish prisons particularly in
Kaffa.
The Sitch boiled: shouts, strange
oats, the rattle of sabres, and a
general hullaballoo filled the air.
"Elect old Netchay!"—was one
cry.
"Nebaba Khwelona!" — roared
others.
"Nebaba is a fine Cossack!"
"The devil with Nebaba! We
want Natchay!"
"Nebaba^ Nebaba!"
Already a fight afose in one
section of the heaving crowd. But
suddenly new cries began to be
heard, which gradually increased
in intensity:
!*Let Sahaydatchney lead us
overseas! Sahaydatchney!"
"Away with Nebaba! Away with
Netchay! We want Sahaydatchney
. for our Otaman!"
"Give bjm the b u l a w a ! The
bulawa
needs a wise and
steady head—and Sahaydatchney
has such a head!"
"Nobody else but Sahaydatchney, brothers! Who could be better than Sahaydatchney?"
"Sahaydak! Sahaydak! Ho-hoho!—the entire multitude roared,
while Cossack hats, like a flock of
frightened birds, flew into the air.
In this manner the Cossacks
elected Sahaydatchney as their

f. Continued)
hoped for better conditions under
3. Austria Turns Against the
Austria—which to that date they
Ukrainians
Another step taken by the Rus- had supported with all their
strength, hoping thereby to gain
sians during their occupation of
improved conditions—they were
Galicia and Bukowina during the doomed to disappointment and
first stages of the World War was disillusionment. For, in order to
to forcibly introduce
Russian counteract the promises made by
schools in the place of the Ukra- Russia to the Poles of setting up
inian schools which they had an autonomous Poland, formed out
closed. They succeeded, however, of Austrian and Russian Poland,
in establishing only ten Russian Franz Joseph, Emperor of Auschools in all, five in the villages stria, together with the German
and five in the towns. This soant Kaiser, issued a manifesto (Nosuccess was largely due to the vember 4, 1916) proclaiming the
determination of the Ukrainian creation of a Polish State and the
people not to permit their children broadening of the Polish autoto become Russified.
nomous powers in Galicia. This
meant that henceiorth the Poles
This attempted Russification of
would be the supreme overlords
Western Ukraine, particularly of
the Eastern Galicia province, al- over the Ukrainian people in Gathough attended by great hard- licia. This move by the Emperor
ships for the Ukrainian people, did and the Kaiser greatly embittered
not, however, meet with much the Ukrainians; out there was
nothing that they could do at
success—principally so because of
the strong opposition of all stra- that time. This bitterness was
tas of Ukrainian life. And even all the more greater because
this slight success became dis- . Austria believing in the lies
sipated when—beginning with May of the Poles that the Ukrainians
1915—a combined German and were Russian sympathizers,—and
Austrian
counteroffensive
was ignoring the fact that half of the
launched, which by September Poles under Austria were plotting
with the Allies to overthrow Audrove the Russians entirely out of
Bukowina and Eastern Galicia stria—persecuted the Ukrainian
people at every step from the very
deep into their own territory.
If, upon the Russian retreat beginning of the World War, imfrom Galicia and Bukowina, the prisoning and hanging thousands
Ukrainians under Austria had of them, without the slightest
legal or moral justification.
turies • was always a place of
danger has been converted into
one the best grain producing
regions in the entire world.
'
S. S.

Wagons were dragged in, and
overturned on their backs.
Ukrainian story by S« S<
"Thus will he overturn the wild
horde!"
Otaman: the throwing into the air
"And Turkey, too!"
of their hats signified their final
The Cossacks, drawing their
and irrevocable decision.
No
glittering sabres, began to dig up
change could be made after then.
the ground, scooping it up with their
Sahaydatchney, bowing, began to
hats, and throwing it on the wagons.
excuse himself: that he was too old
"Just like a grave for the dead,"
for this honor, that he could hardthought Sahaydatchney to himself,
ly see, and that he had grave
as
standing quietly on the side, he
doubts whether he could manage
recalled the story told in an old
even to, hold the b u l s w «
in
poignant "Kobzar dumy" about
his hand. His excuses, however,
were immediately overruled, and j the burial of a young Cossack.
Something welled up in his
he was threatened with speedy
throat, as before his eyes the
death unless he accepted.
whole panaroma of his Cossack
"Into the river with him, the
life fleeted: thoughts of childhood
eld dog, if he refuses to accept
d a y s . . . of his home in Sambori...
the bulawa!"
of the little Church where he
"Cane him, if he refuses!"
served, and later even read the
For it was the fashion in those
"Apostle." And n o w . . . what an
bygone days that if the Cossacks
honor for him... look at the mighty
showed their love and trust in
grave mound they are raising for
one of themselves by electing him
him—he ironically reflected.
Otaman, and he refused the elecMeanwhile the m o h e l a grew
tion, then woe be unto him. He
higher and higher. Already the
would be either caned to death, or
Cossacks,
laughing and joking,
drowned in the Dnieper. But if
were experiencing difficulty in
he accepted, he would have to, for
climbing to its top.
a while, suffer various indignities
"Higher and higher, boys!"
inflicted upon him by the Cosurged the Cossacks. "Let it be so
sacks. They would shbwer him
high
that it can reach the sky."
with ashes and refuse, smear his
face with mud, beat him—all of
"Let it rise like Cossack fame,
this in order to show him that
like Cossack pride!"
the people gave him the power,
Soon the m o h e l a was comand that the people could take it
pleted: higher than had ever been
away. But—when thesppeculiar
raised for any Otaman. The Cosceremonies came to an end—the
.sacks, stamping on it, cleaning
Otaman became the master of life
their hats, laughing, began to clamand death for the Cossacks.
ber down.
Sahaydatchney well knew all
The Scrivener turned to the new
of this and of the responsibility
Otaman.
"nvested upon him as an Otaman.
"Go, Father, and take the CosResolutely he lifted his head.
sack oath"'
"So be it! I accept—'tis God's
Sahaydatchney ascended the mowill", he said, and then bowed in
hela, and seated himself, at the
four directions.
very top.
Once again a cloud of hats flew
"Here's health to you, Father!"
into the air. The Cossacks roared:
—cried the Cossacks.
"Up with our new father on
"May we see you in battle, as
top of the m o h e l a l "
we see you now!"
"Let him sit high above us!"
Meanwhile the cooks had ga"Get the wagons, cover them
thered a big bagful of refuse and
hem with earth!"
ashes, and dragged it to the top.

SAHAYDATGHNEY
[Foreword: The scene of this
story takes place in the Zaporogian Sitch, the stronghold of the
Ukrainian Cossacks on the lower
Dnieper, - and the time is during
the beginning of the 17th century.
Explanatory note: "Bulawa"—
Cossack scepter. "Mohela"—barrow.]

UKRAINE IN THE 2 0 T H CENTURY

It was under these conditions
that the Russian Revolution came
and put an entirely oifferent aspect upon the Ukrainian struggle
for freedom.
S. S.
There they raised it over the new
Otaman's head.
Sahaydatchney
closed his e y e s . . .
"For good luck, for health, for
our new Father!"—they cried, as
they emptied the whole mess 'over
his head.
"For good luck, for health, for
our new Father!"—echoed the
Cossacks.
Thereupon the scrivener also ascended the mound, and in a ceremonial tone declared:
"As you have been strewn by
refuse, so now you shall be strewn
,/ith Cossacks."
At ,his words, the Cossacks immediately swarmed up the sides
of the mohela, and there began
to do with the new Otaman as
they pleased. One smeared his
face with mud. Another tugged
industriously at his shock of hair.
"So that you will not 'highhat'
your brother Cossacks."
"So that you will be fit from
head to foot."
"Here's hoping you beat the
Turks as I beat you,"—cried another, as he resounamgly smacked his "father".
«
Finally, Sahaydatchney arose,
dirty, covered with ashes, and
whatnot, and with the yells of his
beloved "children" still resounding in his ears, entered the largest of the Cossack huts—the one
reserved for the Otaman.
After a short interval of time
he reappeared, dressed anew,
washed and cleaned, with the
bulawa in his hahd.
Following him came his aides, carrying
with them all of the Otaman's insignias of authority.
A sudden hush descended upon
the multitude of the Cossacks...
for now, the Otaman would have
but to raise his finger, and a Cossack
head would roll to the ground.
Sahaydatchney formally took
command of the Cossack expedition to Kaffa—the Turkish stronghold. . The joy and gladness of the
Cossacks became now unbounded.
(To be continued)
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EASY WAY

OUT?

REBUTTAL TO THE ARTICLE
"November Holiday Thoughts," By Steven Malevich

The school year has begun, and
so have the headaches of the Parents. I believe that the parents
will agree with the statement,
just on general principles; not because it is anything new bu,t because it is something taken for
granted as the inevitable punishment of parenthood. But there
are many parents scheduled for
unnecessary gray hairs before the
school year is over.
Sooner or later a certain percentage of the high school age
boys and girls are going to look
for an easy way out of school. In
fact, practically all of them will
be thinking of how to escape that
bondage of mental discipline called education; and it is natural because they are all human. It is
this small percentage which is in
search of the impossible that I
have in mind.
Why is it that after a young
person has passed the first year
of high school and the novelty of
it has worn off, he or she begins
to think of some easier way to attain a career? Quite often the
reason is that the person is wasting his time in high school anyway
and should not have been shoved
in there in the first place. More
often 'the reason lies in the fact
that someone's sister went to some
private school, to a "business
college", instead
of a
high
school and in two years has begun to earn spending-money; but
the most probable reason is that
instead of waiting four years to !
enter tjtife so called college, the
young person thinks of skipping a
few years of high school and be- i
come "collegiate" by going to
some let's see, here is a magazine
before me which claims that I
could receive a high school training in less than eight months and
that I would be given work upon
graduation from this—^oh, yes,
"business college''. Now, I have
nothing against the "business colleges" because they have their
purpose, • but when an agent of
the institution comes around and
tries to persuade the parents
(through the prospect) that the
"college" is the only thing for
"such a bright child" then the
mop becomes the best medium of
clean argument.
Let us see what those colleges
have to offer. First of all I know
for a fact that the "barber's college" is a good place where not
to get a haircut. Experience tells
me that in there you get pulled
for your monies worth, to say
nothing of getting shaved clean.
That is one thing in common in
those "colleges": all pull for your
monies worth. All these institutions are schools of specialization
which may be compared to the apprenticeships of old, except that
the apprentice of old worked for
the employer, without wages, and
the commercial schools put yo
through the same schooling for i
liberal fee. The idea that you can
finish your training within a limred period of time is a myth, for
the simple reason that they entice
prospects to their clashes for the
primary purpose of making money
—and money they make, by making their requirements unnecessarily rigid. This rigidity drains
the pockets of the victims and
their parents and forces many of
the pupils to leave without graduation thereby relieving the institution of the need of supplying
that many more positions (positions which are supplied, if available, to the graduates).
As a rule the realization of the
blunder comes too late and the
person involved finds to her great
sorrow that she is a few years
older and tnerefore is ashamed to

return to high school, in the
meantime wishing that she had
Interested as I am in the Ukraremained in high school where
inian situation, I take upon myself
she would have graduated by now.
to read literature, be it books or
Not only that, but the pupil may
newspapers, concerning this queshave found in the meantime that
tion. Thus you see, I would nait was not the right vocation
turally be a reader of the "Ukrachosen. In such a case it is possible
inian Weekly."
to change gradually in high school,
In the Friday, November 24th,
but not in "college." And what
1933,
Vol. I, Np. 8 issue of the
if in the meantime circumstances
"Weekly", we find an article enshould have changed so that the
titled,
" N o v em b.e r
Holiday
individual would have been able
Thoughts," by Steven Malevich.
to pursue his or her studies.in the
Upon reading this article I was
university? The h ;h school graso aroused emotionally that I
duate may continue without incould
not analyze my feelings. I
terruption. And in the last analysis, how do the two trainings. did not know whether I was • angry or sad or perhaps both. I
compare.
Whereas the
high
still do not know • which of these
school graduate has had a trainfeelings possessed me but I do
ing in the general sciences, music,
know that that article is an insult
and literature which, after all, are
to
Ukrainians both living and dead
the things that amount to someas well as an injustice to the prething in education since they are
sent Ukrainian activities.
the arts that make it possible for
lis to cultivate lasting friendships
The author in this article says:
of understanding—the business
"It is an unusual holiday—a sad.
college graduate has been taught
empty celebration marked not with
proficiency through practice which
the joy and festivity which the
anybody can get through experiname holiday implies". True, I
ence.
agree and I think that every one
else will that it is an unusual holiIs it worth while to sacrifice
day and it is sad; but by no means
your parents' money and health
is it empty! I can't conceive of
and a good substantial general
any reasons why this day, of all
education for tnis costly Easy
i
i. .
T" m 7"
Way Out?
days,
should be called empty! The
WALDIMIR SEMENYNA.
day
in
which
our
greatest
glory
riav in whif-h m.r <rr*at**t d , n , I

"GLEANING THE HOUSE OF THE MIND"
Nearly everyone sorts out all
his possessions and burns or discards any article that is neither
beautiful nor useful, at least once
a year. In this manner one might
keep his house or room from being
cluttered with useless articles
or trash which somehow accumulates and settles itself in nooks and
corners until, hallowed with age,
it takes on the sanctity of an
heirloom and thus establishes itself as a permanent encumbrance.
There is a story which illustrates this point. A couple went to
the attic _ which was filled with
furniture in 'every stage of senile
decay and decomposition and with
all sorts of debris. It was their
purpose to sort out all their possesions and discard the trash. In
order that neither of them be influenced by his own personal possessions, they both consented to
discard and sort out each other's
articles. By doing this they should
have discarded most of the useless debris which had been gradually stored in the attic. However,
this was not so. For each one
sneakingly stole his own precious
possession while the other busily
sorted the articles.
Thus the
articles remained in their old
familiar nook or corner, and today
are covered with dust and entwined with cobwebs.
Although there is a need for
house-cleaning, there is still a
greater need for an occasional mental cleaning. Our minds, like our
homes, become littered with furnishings which are outworn and
should have been discarded years
ago.
We cling to prejudices and
ideas that were formulated during
our childhood days. They are out
of place in the environment of
adult conceptions in which they
now find themselves. Many of
them are not only useless but also
ugly and defacing. They hinder
the formation of wholesome and
intelligent ideas and opinions.

The childish prejudices concerning religions, races, and politicr 1
parties occupy such a great section of many minds that they prevent a clear, logical, and unbiased
view of political and social fact?.
The Nazis are giving an. ugly demonstration of what race • prejudice may do to a people. Many
of the accusations which people
have of race, religion or party
sound unbelievably infantile to
sane persons. However, we in America must not feel too self complacent. We are too often governed by outworn conceptions o
politics, race and religion. One
scarcely dares to argue for an
economic policy on the ground
that it will be helpful to foreign
peoples. He must first prove thai
it will be helpful to our countr;-.
and if he can do that no questions
-are asked as to the late of foreigners. Nor is it in public relations alone that we cling to outworn practices and concepts. We
all tend to conservatism in the
fashioning of our individual lives.
Prejudices which would not beai
the light of candid examination too
often govern conduct. They twist
and distort vision. They render
sane judgements impossible. But
like the rubbish that litters so
many untidy homes, they are retained because age has cast r
halo about them. They are sanctified by long traditions, and are
clung to with a tenacity that
should make truth green with"
envy.
It requires courage and intelligence to clean house thoroughly,
especially the house of the mind,—
our mentalities,—Dut the rewards
are a cleanliness and sanity of
spirit without which there is no
such thing as a good citizen or a
good happy life.
MARY KUSY,
Jersey City.

JOIN THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

was reached, the day in which we
were on the same political level
as other nations, and on a higher
level than our enemies, is this an
empty day?
Emphatically no!
True, this standard was not maintained, but it was not entirely
our fault. Just because we could
not hold what we achieved does
not mean that we should disregard
this day. In fact, it gives us all the
more reason for commemoration.
Think of all the sweet memories,
think of all the Ukrainian youth
that fell to protect this achievement. Do they not deserve some
honor and respect? i>oes the memory of their efforts not fill us
with deflerminatiqn for the future ?Indeed it does, and if it doesn't it
should. With all these factors in_
mind I fail to see where the day is
empty.
The author goes on to describe
the Ukrainian suftering under
Russia and Poland. He ends this
paragraph by writing, "And yet
we celebrate." I ask why shouldn't
we celebrate? Does the fact that
we are enduring such hardships
a
t the present demand that we
heroes and
disre„ar(f
the
Dast
alsre
o i i r a Does
We it past
deeds?
mean that we
should lose all pride in our history? v Indeed not. Such times
as we are now living in demand
celebration. Memories of the past
will enable, us to bear the hardships better and give us determination to duplicate history. Celebrations and manifestations at
times like these will show our
enemies our strength. It will show
them that they can not subdue
us as easily as they think.
We further read what we do
during these days and among the
things mentioned we find that we
dance lively steps. I would like
to know what Ukrainian with any
patriotic feeling or any feeling of
respect would dare to dance on a
day_ upon which we commemorate
our dead heroes and upon which
we review our success and failure?
If there is such - a person or such
a community there is something
radically wrong some where.

Then we find out from this article that all we can do is to sing,
recite poetry, and write protests
to political potentates about a
matter which interests or concerns them not. True, we do all
these things, but these are not
all, and if they were, they in themselves would have a value. By
our songs, poetry, and recitations
we show our people on the of her
side that we still have patriotic
feeling and ' the younger generation is being brought up in the
proper spirit. We also collect and
send money to our brothers in
need across the seas. As an example I will bring out that only
in this city we raised at least $90
just out of voluntary contributions. Now bear in mind that our
community is not the only one
. of its kind in America and such
occasions are not the only occasions for collections. The matter,
of protests comes next. If the
people to whom we send these
protests • are not interested or
concerned it is our business to
make them so, and we will never
accomplish this if we do not write
and send protests.
EVA PIDDUBCHESHEN,
Jersey City, N. J«
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UKRAINE
In the silence of the valley
Where the cedar leaves a"re wet,
When the moon has spread her, silver
Down the darkly purple sky,
I can hear the soft wind rustling
Through the trees I can't forget,
While across the sleqpy hillside
Drifts the scent of mignonette,
And within the drowsy silence
Stirs the night wind's lullaby.
In the shadows of the pathway
Where the soul is calm and free,
When the night larks cloak their serenades
About the lilac tree,
When the lavender of twilight sends
'JSach fledgling t o , its nest,
When each tired crimson rose's head
Drops on its emerald vest.
I'll be waiting, I'll be longing,
•
I'll be calling down the West
For my beloved brothers to remember
The land of the Ukraine, which is best.
CONSTANTIN ARNOLD.

UKRAINIAN AFFAIRS IN AMERICA
was thrown open for a houseASTORIA, L. I.
The former American and Uk- warming dance which lasted till
midnight.
rainian Junior Nationalists of
ANDREW DOBRYWODA,
Astoria, wish to announce that
Woonsocket, R. I.
their club name has been changed
t o the Ukrainian Social Club of
Astoria.
PERTH AMBOY LECTURE
This Club which sponsored the
BY EMIL REVYUK
"Fruitball" in the Bohemian Hall
Close
to two-hundred Ukrainian
29-19 24th Avenue, Astoria, L. I.
last April, in which 500 people boys and girls from ages 14 and
attended and which was the talk up attended a lecture at the Ukof other clubs for months after- rainian National Home, 760 State
- wards, is again making arrange- St. Mr. Revyuk, the editor of the
ments to have a "Baloon Dance" Ukrainian daily "Svoboda" was
on the Ukrainian New Year's Eve, the main speaker. He spoke on
January 13, 1934, in the Bohemian the customs of the Ukrainian
Hall, and will also feature a people. This was the first lecture
"Waltz Contest" with a big and of a series which is sponsored by
beautiful engraved silver loving the Ukrainian-American Democcup to be presented to the winner. ratic Club of Perth Amboy. Lectures will be given once every
A very large crowd is expected.
week, Wednesday evenings, by the
We hope that we will receive Ukrainian professionals.
the cooperation from our friends
JOHN STUTSKY, Ass't Sec.
and the other Ukrainian Clubs in
this city that has been rendered
Ukr.-Amer. Democratic Club
t o us in the past.
Perth Amboy, N. J.
WILLIAM SENENKO, | Pres.
Ukrainian Social Club
NEWS FROM BUFFALO
Astoria, L. I.
A variety of social events will
be combined with several moneyraising activities for the benefit
THE OPENING OF NATIONAL
of the newly organized St. NichHOME IN MANVILLE, R. I.
olas Young Men's Club for the
coming season, it was voted at
Dear Editor:
the second meeting, Thursday
On Thanksgiving Day, the Ukra- evening,
Mr. William Nowoinian Societies of Rhode-Island and siadly, a when
close friend of William
the nearby Massachussettes took Smereka, the
newly
elected presipart in the opening of the new dent, was host to club
members
"Ukrainian National Home" in at
tea
in
William's
home
on MackiManville, R. I.
naw Avenue.
The day's program started with
John Nowosiadly, vice president
a long street parade, which formed
a t the Railroad .Station at 11 of the club and chairman of the
o'clock. It then proceeded down money raising activities, presented
Railroad Street, to the Ukrainian plans for a dance to be held
St. Stephen's Church, over to the sometimes before 'Christmas. It is
Soldiers and Sailors Monument, planned to invite members of the
where the parade paused for a few Lancaster Club, and the Black
moments, in memory of the World Rock Club for a joint meeting.
Officers of the club for the year,
War Heroes. Then it proceeded
over to the new National Home on in addition to William Smereka,
and John Nowosiadly, include:
Cumberland Hill.
Rev. H. Korolyshyn, pastor of Mr. Stephen Bumbar—Secretary,
the St. John's Ukrainian Church Nicholas Nowadly—Treasurer, and
of Providence, blessed the new John Dulinawka — Sergeant-atbuilding. Afterwards the presi- Arms. Rev. Eustace Sydoriak is
dent Michaylo Szpak opened the the presiding chairman of theClub.
STEPHEN BAKALIK.
door and welcomed more than 500
persons.
The Ukrainian brass band of
Woonsocket played at the entrance
a fine Ukrainian melody.
On the stage, Rev. ri. Korolyshyn directed
his
Providence
choir, which were all dressed in
CLASSES IN ALL BRANCHES OF
native costumes. After the choir
program; President Szpak introCOMMERCIAL AND FINE ARTS
duced the main speakers-Nicholas
Muraszko, President of the UkraALSO ADDED COURSES IN
inian* National Ass'n. The speaker
pointed out that the National CARTOONING AND FASHION
Home is a monument to the incesDESIGN
sant hard work of the Ukrainians
S C H O O L OPEN
of Manville, Rhode Island.
Following the speech, a band
MONDAY AND THURSDAY
concert was given by the UkraFROM 7 P. M. to 10 P. M.
inian Society Band. Finally sever(VISITORS WELCOME).
. al songs were sung by the ProvCall or write to
idence Choir.
NEW
YORK SCHOOL OF ART,
The afternoon ended with re35 EAST 2nd STREET, cor. 2nd AVE.,
freshments.
When evening came, the hall
NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORK SCHOOL
OF ART

L E T T E R S TO THE E D I T O R
WANTS BOY SCOUT TROOP
Editor:
More compliments for the success of the "U. W." It sort of
helps to bring together the Ukrainian youths of all cities. But
Rochester seems to be slow in
everything. Offhand we'll take the
Boy Scout Organization. It seems
that every other nationality has
its Boy Scouts and they are successful. So I don't see why we
can't have a "U. B. S. O. R."
(Ukrainian Boy Scouts of Rochester).
IMiave some friends that
are interested in the same sort of
U«ng.
I have had military experience
that may prove to be very helpfull if we can get organized. So
let's hear from some more ambitious Ukrainian youths.
Yours for progress,
ELIAS F. SWERIDA,
77 Foiner Street
Rochester, N. Y.

W." is a wonderful paper and a big
help to us young American Ukrainians who only have a rough
sketch about Ukraine. I wish there
was more of it. I am enclosing my
answer to them in this letter
hoping il meets with your approval. Wishing you all success.
I remain,
A TRUE UKE.
Michael Temchew
Maple Avenue
E. Hempstead, L.I.N.Y.

PRESS REPORTS ON UKRAINE
Locating the Ukraine
Queens: Let me tell you Russians
in simple language what the Ukraine is. It is the second largest
country in Europe, fifth in population, richest in natural resources.
But part of it is under the
barbarous rule of Russia, while
Poland holds the rest. Russia and
Poland are afraid the Ukraine may
get back its freedom,-which would
mean the loss to Russia and Poland of the greatest wheat fields
and mineral deposits in Europe, if
not in the world. The Ukraine
constitutes the only decent parts
of both Russia and Poland.
MICHAEL TEMCHEW.
(Daily News, Dec. 5, 1933).

ANSWERS ATTACK UPON
UKRAINE
Dear Editor:
I am taking this opportunity to
tell you how thankful I am that
we have the Ukrainian Weekly.
Recently in the New York Daily
News an article appeared saying
there was no Ukraine. This' made
my Ukrainian blood boil and if it
wasn't for all the facts I learned
about Ukraine in the "U. W." 1
could never have answered it. "U.

THE RIGHT SPIRIT
Come o'n, let's have a spirit that's right,
A true spirit that'll inspire us to fight,
To win independence for our dear nation,
Win it for ourselves and future generation.
Come on, let's
Wave high for
Let's have that
Set for us an

have our own Blue and Gold
the lofty ideals we hold.
Lion unconquerable and strong
example to follow along.

Come, let's not have anyone hanging behind;
We need many more of the other kind,
The kind that'll stick true to the end,
The kind that'll always our land defend.
Come on, let everyone do his share,
Weak and strong from everywhere.
And when Ukraine to us will belong,
We'll all unite in her national song!
CATHERINE SZUPIAND,
Racine, Wisconsin.

THE S P O R T W H I R L
U. A. D. C. OF PERTH AMBOY
TRIMS TIGERS A. C. OF
SOUTH AMBOY
The newly organized UkrainianAmerican Democratic Club Basket
Ball Team opened its 1933-1934
basket ball season by defeating the
Tiger A. C. of South Amboy, N. J.
30 to 22. The game was played in
the Ukrainian Hall, Nov. 29th. It
was a snappy and • an exciting
game as a neither team was able
to hold a safe lead for any reasonable length of time. Then toward
the latter part of the last quarter,
the Ukrainians took the lead and
held on to the end of the game v Frank Kosmyna, Steve Terefenko and Steve Kosmyna made excellent scoring for the U. A. D. C ,
dividing twenty-five points among
themselves. F. Kosmyna took
scoring honors, making five goals
and one foul for a total of eleven
points. Johnson ' w a s the best
scorer for the Tigers A. C.
JQHN STUTSKY,
Perth Amboy, N. J.
A CHALLENGE FROM YONKERS
Dear Editor:
If I recall correctly it was about
a year ago that there appeared an
article in the "Svoboda" about the

Ukrainians of Yonkers. We were
t h e n . m o r e or less criticized because of our failure to become
active in athletic competition among other Ukrainian clubs and
organizations in New Jersey, Connecticut and elsewhere.
It gives me great pleasure to
say that we have completed the
organizing and outfitting of our
first all-Ukrainian basketball team,
"The Fourth Ward Ukes."
We are entered in the Yonkers
Light Senior League, Class " B "
j.nd the average weight of the
players is 135 to 145 pounds, ages
19 to 23 years.
As we are anxious to play other
teams of similiar weight anywhere,
I, as booking manager, would be
very glad to make the necessary
bookings and arrangements for
"The Fourth Ward Ukes."
Could you issue this challenge
at some early date in the Ukrainian Weekly?
Thanking you, I remain,
Yours very truly,
JOHN KOTELETZ,
Booking Manager
4 Prospect Street
Yonkers, N. Y.

